OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
No. 2 Singles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#1 David Shay (W&L)

#8 Patrick McCarthy (RMC)

#9 EMU Withdraw

P1

#4 Matt Haga (RC)

#5 Brad Jones (E&H)

#6 Alex Underhill (VWC)

#3 Justin Paciacco (HSC)

#2 Bobby Lanza (LC)

#7 Doug May (BC)

#2 Bobby Lanza (LC)

#4 Matt Haga (RC)

#3 Justin Paciacco (HSC)

#4 Matt Haga (RC)

#1 David Shay (W&L)

#1 David Shay (W&L)

#1 David Shay (W&L)

#1 David Shay (W&L)

6-4, 6-1

6-1, 6-2

6-1, 6-2

6-1, 6-2

6-1, 6-2

7-5, 6-1

CHAMPION

LOSER E:

#4 Matt Haga (RC)

LOSER F:

#3 Justin Paciacco (HSC)

THIRD PLACE

CONSOLATION BRACKET

LOSER A: #8 Patrick McCarthy (RMC)

LOSER B: #5 Brad Jones (E&H)

LOSER C: #6 Alex Underhill (VWC)

LOSER D: #7 Doug May (BC)

#6 Alex Underhill (VWC)

#6 Alex Underhill (VWC)

#7 Doug May (BC)

#8 Patrick McCarthy (RMC)

6-2, 6-2

6-2, 6-2

6-0, 6-0

6-2, 6-1

FIFTH PLACE

LOSER G:

#7 Doug May (BC)

LOSER H:

SEVENTH PLACE

NINTH PLACE
OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

No. 4 Singles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#1 Jon Malooly (W&L) A #1 Jon Malooly (W&L) E
#8 Johaness Worku (EMU) 8-4 #4 Jeff Zenisek (VWC) #4 Jeff Zenisek (VWC)
#9 Justin Foster (E&H) B #5 Brian Salmon (LC) #6-1, 6-0
#8 Johaness Worku (EMU)
#4 Jeff Zenisek (VWC)
#5 Brian Salmon (LC)

CHAMPION

Losers:

#1 Jon Malooly (W&L) 6-2, 6-2

Losers:

#1 Jon Malooly (W&L) 6-0, 6-0

#1 Jon Malooly (W&L)

LOSER E: #4 Jeff Zenisek (VWC) #3 Jarod Spessard (BC)

LOSER F: #2 Jon Byerly (RC) #3 Jarod Spessard (BC)

THIRD PLACE

LOSER G: #8 Johaness Worku (EMU) #7 James Barr (RMC)

LOSER H: #7 James Barr (RMC) #9 Justin Foster (E&H)

SEVENTH PLACE

CONSOLATION BRACKET

Losers:

#8 Johaness Worku (EMU) G #5 Brian Salmon (LC)

#5 Brian Salmon (LC) 6-2, 6-0

#5 Brian Salmon (LC)

LOSER A: #8 Johaness Worku (EMU) G #5 Brian Salmon (LC)

Losers:

#6 John Cronly (HSC) #3 Jarod Spessard (BC)

Losers:

#3 Jarod Spessard (BC) 6-3, 6-2

#3 Jarod Spessard (BC)

FIFTH PLACE

Losers:

#6 John Cronly (HSC) 2-6, 7-5, 1-0 (4)

#6 John Cronly (HSC)

#7 James Barr (RMC) 6-1, 6-2

#7 James Barr (RMC)

SEVENTH PLACE

Losers:

#7 James Barr (RMC) 6-0, 6-2

#7 James Barr (RMC)

NINTH PLACE

Losers:

#9 Justin Foster (E&H)
OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN'S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
No. 5 Singles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#8 Mark Risser (EMU) P1
#9 Shane Lease (RMC)

A #9 Shane Lease (RMC) 8-5
B #4 Ryan Smith (BC)
C #5 Lin Farmer (LC)
D #6 Neil Bishop (E&H)

E #1 Tim VanRheenan (RC)
F #3 Wes Lyon (VWC)

#2 K.C. Schaefer (W&L)

CHAMPION

3rd Place

LOSER E: #4 Ryan Smith (BC) 6-2, 3-6, 6-2
LOSER F: #3 Wes Lyon (VWC)

CONSOLATION BRACKET

LOSER A: #9 Shane Lease (RMC)
LOSER B: #5 Lin Farmer (LC)
LOSER C: #6 Neil Bishop (E&H)
LOSER D: #7 Part Willings (HSC)

G #5 Lin Farmer (LC) 6-1, 6-0
H #6 Neil Bishop (E&H) 6-4, 7-5

#2 K.C. Schaefer (W&L)

FIFTH PLACE

LOSER G: #9 Shane Lease (RMC)
LOSER H: #7 Part Willings (HSC)

SEVENTH PLACE

#8 Mark Risser (EMU)

NINTH PLACE
OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
No. 6 Singles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#8 Nate Miller (RMC)
#9 Mike Culen (EMU)

P1

#1 Austin Kim (W&L)
#4 Jonathan Schaaf (HSC)
#5 Evan Straub (E&H)
#6 Dave Behm (BC)
#7 Tom Drabczyk (VWC)
#2 Matt Greene (LC)

WINNERS: #4 Jonathan Schaaf (HSC)

LOSERS E:
#4 Jonathan Schaaf (HSC)

LOSERS F:
#3 Dave Brod (RC)

CONSOLATION BRACKET

LOSER A:
#9 Mike Culen (EMU)
#5 Evan Straub (E&H)

LOSER B:
#5 Evan Straub (E&H)

LOSER C:
#6 Dave Behm (BC)

LOSER D:
#2 Matt Greene (LC)

FIFTH PLACE

LOSER G:
#9 Mike Culen (EMU)

SEVENTH PLACE

LOSER H:
#6 Dave Behm (BC)

NINTH PLACE

#8 Nate Miller (RMC)
OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
No. 1 Doubles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#8 Jones/Foster (E&H) | #9 EMU Withdraw
---|---
#1 Kim/Nix (W&L) | #4 Didawick/May (BC)

A: #8 Jones/Foster (E&H) 8-2 
B: #5 Schloss/Underhill (VWC) 8-4 
C: #3 Hughes/Haga (RC) 8-5 
D: #2 Gindre/Lanza (LC) 8-2

E: #1 Kim/Nix (W&L) 8-2

F: #2 Gindre/Lanza (LC) 8-2

LOSER E: #5 Schloss/Underhill (VWC)
LOSER F: #3 Hughes/Haga (RC)

CHAMPION #1 Kim/Nix (W&L) 6-3, 6-1

CONSOLATION BRACKET

LOSER A: #8 Jones/Foster (E&H)
LOSER B: #4 Didawick/May (BC) 8-4
LOSER C: #6 Gee/Johnson (HSC) 8-2
LOSER D: #7 Barr/McCarthy (RMC) 8-2

G: #4 Didawick/May (BC) 8-4
H: #6 Gee/Johnson (HSC) 8-2

FIFTH PLACE #4 Didawick/May (BC) 8-4

LOSER G: #8 Jones/Foster (E&H)
LOSER H: #7 Barr/McCarthy (RMC) 8-4

SEVENTH PLACE #7 Barr/McCarthy (RMC) 8-4

NINTH PLACE
OLD DOMINION ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

No. 3 Doubles Flight

WINNERS BRACKET

#1 Schaefer/Chris Kimmel (W&L) 8-0

#2 Spessard/Carlson (BC)

#3 W. Lyon/Zenisek (VWC) 8-3

#4 VanRheenan/Brod (RC) 8-6

#5 Farmer/Greene (LC)

#6 Cronly/Willings (HSC)

#9 Straub/Oliviero (E&H) 8-1

#7 Huff/Culen (EMU)

#8 Miller/Lease (RMC)

CHAMPION

6-1, 2-6, 6-2

THIRD PLACE

LOSER E: #4 VanRheenan/Brod (RC) 8-4

LOSER F: #2 Spessard/Carlson (BC)

FIFTH PLACE

LOSER G: #9 Straub/Oliviero (E&H) 8-5

LOSER H: #7 Huff/Culen (EMU)

SEVENTH PLACE

NINTH PLACE

CONSOLATION BRACKET

LOSER A: #9 Straub/Oliviero (E&H)

LOSER B: #5 Farmer/Greene (LC) 8-1

LOSER C: #6 Cronly/Willings (HSC)

LOSER D: #7 Huff/Culen (EMU) 8-3

LOSER E: #4 VanRheenan/Brod (RC)

LOSER F: #2 Spessard/Carlson (BC)

LOSER G: #9 Straub/Oliviero (E&H)

LOSER H: #7 Huff/Culen (EMU)

#8 Miller/Lease (RMC)